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WHAT IS YOUR AMBITION?
Chapter 1:

Before we do anything with a manuscript, we first ask our Wise Ink authors some questions about

the direction they want their book to take. This self-reflective activity is meant to help define or re-

imagine the steps needed to complete a project. We ask our authors to respond to a series of

questions with reflective statements, but these statements are not set in stone. Instead, we like to

think of this as a living document that grows with each project. It helps our writers track their

progress while focusing their goals and ambitions. To see how this activity can help your own

writing, start by answering these questions:

A LITTLE SELF-REFLECTION

WHAT IS THE DRIVING THEME?

The driving theme of your book is the central idea or topic with which your book is concerned.

At its most basic level, a theme is the subject of your book. It is the topic or idea that your book

is centered around. But for our purposes, a more effective way of thinking about theme is as a

problem or conflict which you want your book to resolve. 

Take, for example, The Great Gatsby: the subject of the story is the love affair between Jay

Gatsby and Daisy Buchanan, but the novel asks many difficult questions telling this story. Can

wealth lead to happiness? Is the “American Dream” worth attaining? If it is worth attaining, at

what cost do we succeed? Having read The Great Gatsby, you may decide these issues remain

unresolved. They may even be unresolvable. An effective book may not resolve its central

problem, but it will use that problem to leave the reader changed. 

In order to get at your book’s driving theme, start by finishing the phrase “My book is concerned

with...” Do this a few times until you have a list of ideas important to your book. Once you’ve

done this, take a few of these ideas and fill them out a little more. If your book is about

romantic love, what problems surrounding romantic love does it want to explore? If your book

is a how-to, then what problems in your ideal reader’s life do you address? 
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YOUR AMBITION, CONTINUED

Of course, you want as many people as possible to read and enjoy your book, but

strong books are written for an ideal reader. Without this reader in mind, a book can

become too vague. Its tone can become distant or uninteresting. It can get lost

trying to explain subjects which an ideal reader would already understand, or it can

gloss over subjects for which an ideal reader would need an explanation. Knowing

who your ideal reader is will give your writing focus and direction. Details are at the

heart of great writing, and knowing who you’re writing for will help you choose what

details to use. 

Having an ideal reader in mind will also help you to identify the words that will

produce the tone most appropriate for your audience. For a professional audience, a

more formal tone may be ideal, while an informal tone may attract younger readers.

Remember, it is the power of the particular that gives strong books their focus and

their emotional punch. If you make one group of readers care about your book,

chances are other groups will find it interesting as well. 

WHO IS YOUR IDEAL READER?

HOW WILL YOUR READERS FEEL AT THE END?

Now that you have a theme and an ideal reader in mind, ask yourself how you want

that theme to affect your reader. What do you want your readers to feel at the end?

Perhaps there is some action you want your readers to take, or a question you want

them to ask. Knowing what you want to happen to your reader at the end of your

novel will help you to set the foundations for that effect from the start and build

supports for it into the rest of your narrative. 
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THE WRITING PROCESS...
Chapter 2:

There are two common images of the writer in action. The first is of the spontaneous genius,

whose pen flies across the page as ideas spill out unstoppably. Their stories tend to begin as

situations, in which their characters rise up and take over the story. The other is of the meticulous

mastermind, whose desk is covered in character files and story outlines with dozens of tangled

and intersecting lines. Their stories begin with fully realized arcs, and their characters are ruled

with an iron fist.  

Neither of these stereotypes are realistic. Most of us fall on a spectrum between these two

extremes. But it can be useful to know which exteme you lean towards. Given a choice of the two,

are you a pantser (a fly-by-the-seat-of-your-pants type) or a plotter (an I-need-to-know-the-end-

before-I-write-the- beginning type)? Do you dive into the deep end and see what happens, or do

you prefer to create action plans before setting a single word on the page? 

Once you have reflected on your general approach to writing, it’s time to look at your current

project and identify where you are in your writing process. There is a basic series of steps which

every writer must go through before finishing their book. Don’t be fooled by the listy nature of this

process. It’s not linear, it’s not straightforward, and no one follows it in exactly the same way. This

doesn’t mean is that you can just skip over steps in the process. Each step plays an essential role in

bringing your manuscript to its highest potential. Instead, think of this as another opportunity to

experiment. Be creative in how you achieve each step. Try rearranging them occasionally to see if

the work comes easier. Find what your mind and heart respond to best, and what keeps that pen

(or cursor) racing across the page. 

The basic writing process follows five stages, generally in this order: 

AND YOUR PLACE IN IT

Pre Writing 

Drafting 

Revising 

Editing 

Proofreading
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PREWRITING AND DRAFTING

Prewriting covers of everything you do before you actually start to write your novel.

It’s a form of idea generation. Freewriting--the spontaneous jotting down of words

and ideas stream-of-consciousness style--is the most popular form of prewriting but

there are many other useful techniques. Research, mind mapping, storyboarding,

and outlining all fall under this category as well. Anything that helps you generate

ideas and possible links between them is a form of prewriting.

PREWRITING

In the first draft, it is usually easier to focus only on the first discovery. As Stephen

King says in his memoir On Writing, “Write with the door closed, rewrite with the

door open.” The first draft you write for yourself, to see what you think. Once you

have done this, you can open the door to your writing process for your reader. 

While in Prewriting you are generating ideas, in Drafting you are discovering possible

orders for those ideas and, in the process, discovering what and how you think

about them. Progress through the Drafting and Revision stages is marked by the

number of drafts you complete. There is no rule that says how many drafts have to

be completed before a book is finished, but you will probably have to go through

several before your book reaches its full potential. 

How those ideas fit together in YOUR mind 

How those ideas fit together in your READER'S mind 
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DRAFTING

Drafting is a process of discovery. When writing a first draft, you’re not only putting

those prewriting ideas into an order that makes sense, you’re also discovering two

things:



REVISING

Revising is an opportunity to review and change what was written in the Drafting

stage, and as such is arguably the most creative step in the process. That’s right,

rewriting is more creative than the first draft. That’s because, while rewriting, you will

begin to notice the potential for patterns and ideas that weren’t there before. You’ll

see possibilities for re-arranging ideas and character arcs in ways that build new

themes into the structure of the narrative. This is why revision is so important to the

creative process: it’s where your ideas truly come to life. 

Revision can focus on big picture changes (the movement of ideas or even whole

chapters, the addition or deletion of concepts, corrections to plot-holes or missing

information, etc.) and it can focus on relatively small changes (the rewording of a

particular phrase for clarity or emotion, the addition of necessary context details in a

scene, etc.). During this stage, the writer goes through the most recent draft of their

book and notes changes that should be made in the next draft. Some writers do this

on the computer by tracking changes on a document. Other writers like to tinker

with a physical manuscript, using pens, highlighters, and post-it notes to keep track

of potential changes. 

When the writer has identified all the potential changes they wish to make in the

next draft, they return to the Drafting stage until a new draft is completed. In this

way, Revising and Drafting form a loop that continues until the manuscript says

what it needs to say in the best way it can. 

THE MOST CREATIVE STEP IN THE PROCESS
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EDITING AND PROOFREADING

Editing is often a process writers go through with their editor, but there are some

editing practices that are useful to writers on their own. During the Editing step, a

writer fine-tunes their style through word choice, sentence structure, and overall

form (the presentation of the words on the page). If the Prewriting, Drafting, and

Revision steps were about generating and organizing ideas, the Editing step is about

figuring out how to say those ideas in a clear and unique way. 

Before editing, writers often set aside their manuscripts for a day or two in order to

get some distance from their work. Once time has passed, the writer then goes

through the manuscript several times while addressing issues at various levels. It is

often easiest to start big and work small by addressing paragraph level issues (their

organization and internal structure) before checking that each sentence is written

clearly and accurately. Eventually, a writer works their way down to the individual

words, eliminating overused terms and cliched phrases. 

EDITING

Like Editing, the Proofreading step is often done with the help of a publisher.

However, it is also a great opportunity for you to put the finishing touches on your

manuscript before submission. The Proofreading step consists of all the nitty-gritty

details that most of us find tedious, but are valuable for making your manuscript

stick out in the submission pile. During the Proofreading step, the writer reads their

manuscript very carefully, correcting any issues of spelling, grammar, or word usage.

The writer may also use this opportunity to fact check their manuscript. 
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YOUR CONDITIONS FOR CREATIVITY
Chapter 3:

Now that you know where you are in the writing process, it is a good time to reflect on the

conditions in which you are the most creative. This is an ongoing exercise in self-reflection

which will help you develop your writing life into a productive discipline. 

Discipline is not a word we often associate with creativity. It sounds boring, repetitive. Let’s be

honest, though. Writing can be boring, especially when inspiration is lacking. But look to any of

your favorite authors, and you will find that they have developed a unique discipline and

routine in their writing life. By deliberately turning your writing habits a personal writing

discipline, not only will you be at the desk when inspiration arrives but you’ll also be working

with your brain to make sure inspiration gets the invitation. 

Take a moment to ask yourself, “Where do I feel the most creative?” Now ask yourself, “Where do

I get the most work done?” Hopefully, a few answers came to mind for each question. If there is

a location that answers both questions, try writing there more often. Keep track of the work

that you produce in that space. After that, fiddle with the details. Does the act of making coffee

or tea help you transition from your busy life and focus on your work? Experiment with the

conditions of your creativity, then build a habit around these answers. Write in that space as

often as possible. If you feel more creative with pen and paper, use pen and paper. If the ideas

flow faster on a computer, boot up your computer. Do whatever you need to do to get the work

done. 

 If you find yourself using these experiments as an excuse to put off writing, stop experimenting.

Don’t let your self-reflection become another excuse to procrastinate. Take no more than ten

minutes to prepare, and change only one thing each session. The point is not to let fiddling

take over your writing life, but to be aware of yourself and your own creative process. If you

spend your free time arranging pens or perfecting your coffee-to-cream ratio, you won’t have a

creative process to reflect upon. Always remember to write. 

NO MORE EXCUSES
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SETTING GOALS

Writing a book is a daunting task that paralyzes the best of us. How do you sit down and

just write a book? It seems impossible. 

It helps to keep in mind that you’re not just writing a book. You’re creating characters,

exploring ideas, outlining events, drafting chapters, and placing those chapters in a

sensible order. Once that’s all done, you revise that draft again and again, shifting this

chapter here and that chapter there. Finishing your book is only the last in a series of

much smaller tasks. 

Instead of trying to tackle the enormous goal of “finishing your book,” break your book into

bite-sized pieces and manageable tasks. Create a map by setting smaller goals for

yourself, such as creating an outline or drafting the first chapter.  

How do you decide what those goals are? If your book isn’t written yet, a good place to

start is to create an outline. This will serve as your map. To start an outline, think about

what you want to say and how you’re going to say it. Work backwards, from end to

beginning.  

Outlines can feel restrictive, especially if you work best by writing spontaneously and

seeing what comes out at the end. However an outline, even if created after one or two

drafts are finished, will help you visualize your entire project and keep track of the threads

of your book. 

Don’t set too many goals for yourself. The purpose of creating a list of goals is to make the

writing of your book more manageable, not less. Creating too many goals for yourself will

be as overwhelming as lumping them all into one. Start with five main goals with clear

and achievable objectives. Write them down on a sheet of paper and keep them near your

writing space so that you can remind yourself of them throughout the process. Crossing

these items off a physical list will give you a concrete sense of your progress through your

book, not to mention a satisfying dose of dopamine! 

YES, YOU NEED AN OUTLINE
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GIVE YOURSELF DEADLINES

Goals won’t get you far without deadlines. Deadlines help incentivize us to make our

goals part of our daily and weekly routines. They help get us to think in cycles and

manageable pieces.  

By setting a reasonable deadline to finish or edit a chapter, you will be forcing yourself

to focus on what absolutely must get finished and what can be saved for later (or even,

if necessary, scrapped for good!).  

When establishing deadlines for projects, it helps to understand your preferences for

accomplishing tasks. Do you prefer to organize projects based on the amount of time

they will take to finish, or based on your mood or state-of-mind at the time? Are you

more prepared for certain projects in the morning, while others are easier in the

afternoon? Keep these elements of your work style in mind when setting deadlines.  

Be honest and realistic when creating deadlines. The idea here is to set yourself up for

success and not to set burdensome challenges for yourself. Create manageable

deadlines that keep you motivated without burning you out. Try keeping a running log

of the average number of words you write in an hour, or the length of time you can

write before burning out. You don’t need to hold yourself to this standard if it changes

later, but it is helpful in planning how much time is needed to complete a project.  

Once you have established the deadline for a goal, post it somewhere you will easily be

able to see it. Add them to your calendar (whether physical or digital), post a sticky note

on your monitor, or maybe get a whiteboard and write “MARCH 20th FINISH CHAPTER

TWO” in big artsy letters. Then set reminders for yourself every few weeks. A digital

calendar is great for this, especially if you have a smartphone or digital watch. It’s hard

to ignore a deadline if its buzzing on your wrist! 

SET YOURSELF UP FOR SUCCESS
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FINDING AN ACCOUNTABILITY PARTNER

When we are only accountable to ourselves, it’s easy to justify putting off your book even when

a deadline is approaching. After all, it’s really easy to convince yourself that other things are

more pressing or important than your creative projects. When it comes to procrastination, we

are our own worst and most formidable enemies. A way to incentivize yourself and keep that

creative fire lit is to write is to find an accountability partner. Here at Wise Ink, once an author is

in the writing stage of the publishing process, we build in check-ins every month or so to help

keep track of our authors’ progress. This is to provide something many of our authors have

asked us for: to keep their feet to the fire.  

If you don’t have access to an editor, or if you need another person to keep you on the ball,

there are plenty of ways to find great writing accountability partners. Family members and

close friends are often willing to help you stick to a deadline, but sometimes our projects are

too personal to share with them right away. If that is the case, try seeking out and asking fellow

writers, artists, or even co-creators of your project (co-writers, illustrators, etc.) if they would be

willing to keep an eye out for updates from you, and to check in with you if they don’t arrive.  

Taking a writing class at your local college is a great way to find accountability partners who

may also be willing (or required, depending on the class) to offer constructive comments on the

manuscript. It is also a great way to hold yourself accountable to your classmates when writing

assignments are due. Another great way to find accountability partners is to join an in-person or

online writing group.  

However you find them, make sure to choose a partner or partners who can motivate and

encourage you, but also is willing to hound you if you drop the ball! Plan to send your

accountability partner(s) updates on your project every 30 days, and remember to add check-

ins to your calendar so you’re ready to report on the progress you’ve made. There will likely be

emergencies that come up which will alter your plans, and having an accountability partner

shouldn’t prevent you from handling those emergencies. A good accountability partner will

only hold your feet to the fire within reason, and should work with you to come up with

alternative deadlines should emergencies arise. But simply having someone else to answer to

will help you to keep your book in focus and distractions in perspective. 

MOTIVATION AND ENCOURAGEMENT
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THE BOOK COACH

Writing is difficult, and it can be difficult to keep your spirits up and stay inspired. We all need a

guide from time to time. We all need a reassuring voice to help us get back on the path and find

the joy in creativity again. For many of us, that voice comes from our literary heroes. We all have

writers whose stories we love and whose style we perhaps hope to resemble. Sadly, most of us

aren’t in regular contact with our literary heroes, but that doesn’t mean you can’t go to them for

a little help. We can get a lot of comfort and advice by simply returning to the books they’ve

already written! 

This is the best way to learn from the masters, because it mostly consists of doing something

you’re probably already doing on your own: reading! Reading is by far the easiest way to learn

more about how to write in the specific genre or style you’re interested in. By reading the books

we love more closely, we can begin to understand the tricks writers use to pull off amazing plot

twists, craft unforgettable scenes, and bring characters to life. 

LEARN FROM THE MASTERS

When you’re deciding on a Book Coach, try picking out a book similar to your project by an

author you love and study it. Read closely and think about what you love about the writing and

how it was done. Look at how they plotted out the story. Pick apart the language they use to

describe a scene, or to show a character’s inner thoughts.  

Read with a pen/pencil/highlighter. Underline, highlight, mark. It's not

blasphemy, we promise! 

Keep a journal (even if you write in your book. Put yourself in the perspective of

the author and write about the choices they made. Ask yourself how you can

use the same tricks in your own writing. 

Try rewriting passages in a different style. By rewriting a passage after a close

reading, you can experiment with the language by making different decisions

and you can see the effects of those changes yourself.
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Chapter 4:



GOOD WRITERS ARE GOOD READERS

Lots of well-loved authors have written about their writing process and life in memoirs,

which are often found in the biography or reference sections of your local bookstore. Some

of the most famous of these are Bird by Bird by Anne Lamott, On Writing by Stephen King,

and The Writing Life by Annie Dillard. If you’re interested in writing memoir, you can give To

Show and to Tell: The Craft of Literary Nonfiction by Phillip Lopate or The Art of Memoir by

Mary Karr. Reading a writing memoir by your favorite author, or even just an author in your

genre, will not only give you advice and ideas for your own writing life but will also expose

you to their unique writing style in a new context. 

Think of this as an excuse to read more books by the authors you love. But as fun as it is to

read our favorite authors again and again, it is actually important homework for all writers.

Stephen King explained it very well when he wrote, “If you don't have time to read, you

don't have the time (or the tools) to write. Simple as that.” Great books demand to be read,

after all. What better way to learn how to write them than by giving in to their demands? 

So as you’re planning out your strategy to complete your book, pick one book to be your

book coach for this year. Read it carefully and return to it often. Use it as a guide for

building your writing strategy and identifying the problems you need to fix. Then, build an

additional booklist for reference books that will help you tackle smaller issues. 

A FEW OF OUR FAVORITES
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